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RÉSUMÉ 
Dans un article précédent (Hafner et al. , 1994), nous avions conclu à un effet positif de 
la production en jeunes de 1' année N - 1  sur 1' effectif reproducteur d'Aigrettes garzettes à 
J ' année N en Camargue. L' analyse de cinq années de données supplémentaires nous permet 
de rectifier nos conclusions quant au rôle du recrutement. Il apparaît que les effectifs 
reproducteurs, tout en étant corrélés à ceux de J 'année précédente, ne présentent pas une 
relation positive avec la taille moyenne des nichées de J ' année N- 1 .  D'autres facteurs tels que 
J ' immigration seraient nécessaires pour expliquer les effectifs reproducteurs et méritent une 
investigation plus approfondie. 
In a recent paper (Hafner et al. , 1 994) we evaluated the ecological 
determinants of annual fluctuations in the breeding population of Little Egrets 
(Egretta garzetta) in the Camargue region of South France. One of the analyses 
presented showed a positive correlation between the number of young ftedged in 
year N - 1 and the size of the breeding population in year N. This analysis led us 
to conclude that reproductive output played a key role in deterrnining population 
size of Little Egrets in the Camargue. However, a recent re-analysis of these data 
have led us to question this result and its corresponding conclusion. Here we 
present a summary of that re-analysis as a correction of our previous paper. 
The analysis in question used the number of young ftedged in year N- 1 as an 
explanatory variable. This value was calculated for year N- 1 as (n nests * weighted 
mean brood size) . Thus,  this value clearly has two components, the size of the 
breeding population in year N - 1 ,  and the weighted mean brood size of th at same 
year. A sirnilar analysis using the data originally presented, but including 5 
additional years of data collected since 1 992 shows a positive correlation (r = 0.66, 
n = 22, p < 0.00 1 ) , sirnilar to that originally reported (r = 0.63, n = 17, p = 0.007). 
However, if we partition the data into the two component parts a very different 
pattern emerges .  The first component would consist of a correlation between the 
size of the breeding population in year N - 1  and the size of the breeding population 
in year N. As is often the case for such time series data, these are highly and 
positively correlated (r = 0.73,  n = 22, p < 0.001 ) .  The second component would 
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consist of a correlation between the weighted mean brood size of year N - 1  and the 
size of the breeding population in year N. ln marked contrast, this analysis also 
yields a significant correlation, but the relationship is negative rather than positive 
(r = - 0.58, n = 22, p = 0.004) . Thus, the positive correlation originally presented 
clearly was driven by the first component (breeding population size in year N- 1) .  
Reproductive output most certainly contributes to each successive year's 
breeding population size, especially since sorne yearly birds produced in the 
Camargue are known to return and breed the following year (Hafner et al. , 1 998). 
However, alternative factors, such as immigration from other populations through­
out the Mediterranean may well play a role in determining the size of the breeding 
population from one year to the next, especially given the negative correlation 
between the size of the breeding population and mean brood size. Thus, although 
our re-analysis certainly does not preclude our original interpretation, it does open 
the possibility that our conclusions regarding the importance of reproduction may 
have been overstated. A comprehensive investigation of the population dynarnics 
for this species, including density-dependent effects, in the Camargue and 
surrounding areas, is needed to more thoroughly evaluate alternative possibilities. 
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